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Location
Our offices, manufacturing facilities and warehouse are located

in Hastings, East Sussex.

Customer Service
Relationships – are prime at Bell-Chem. You will find a

personal, enthusiastic and genuine service from a team of

courteous and informed people. Every customer is appreciated

and valued. 

Commitment – we keep our promises and maintain a no

quibble guarantee on all our products; always seeking to

improve our products and standards of service. 

Support – we offer a range of unparalleled washroom

products, delivered nationally next day and shipped around the

world. 

We maintain price stability and respond immediately to

technical questions.

Through our network of UK and International distributors you

will find our products are easily accessible wherever you are.

Quality
Bell-Chem Products Company is committed to supplying

quality products at competitive prices. 

We are a BS EN ISO 9001: 2000 approved company and all our

products have been carefully sourced from reputable manufacturers

which have been evaluated and assessed by ourselves.

Ordering
Freephone: 0800 0723 404 

Fax: 01424 205200

Email: info@dolphindispensers.co.uk 

Small Order Charge
Orders under a certain threshold will have a small order levy.

Delivery
Nationwide next day delivery is available on orders placed

before 12 noon. Special deliveries and timed deliveries are

available on request. Carriage charges apply.

Most of our Dolphin Dispenser range is available 

ex-stock. Our Dolphin Prestige, Dolphin Blue and Dolphin Excel

ranges are available within 7-10 working days. 

Returns
Returns due to customer error will be subject to a 30% re-

stocking charge for standard items. Special (non-stock) items may

not be returned unless found to be of faulty manufacture. Before

returning any item please call for a goods return authorisation

number. Please be prepared to give invoice number, order date,

product number and reason for return. Ensure that the goods’

return authorisation number is clearly displayed on all packaging of

returned items. Returns cost money and increase costs. Please

rather request a sample on sale or return. When replacing goods

due to faulty manufacture, we do not cover the cost of refitting.

Payment
We offer credit account facilities, subject to status, on a strictly

thirty day basis. Non-account customers can still order for

overnight delivery as we have Visa/Mastercard/Switch/Maestro

facilities. Pro-forma invoices can be arranged.

Disclaimer
Bell-Chem Products Company gives notice that no part of this

brochure may be reproduced. While every care is taken we

cannot accept responsibility for any errors or omissions arising

from these specifications. We reserve the right to change

specifications without prior notice. 

All colour representation shown in this brochure are as printing

limitations allow. 

Our Mission Statement

Bell-Chem is a reliable and resourceful company built upon a foundation of
integrity, honesty, enthusiasm and a caring attitude.

Introducing Bell-Chem Products Company
Bell-Chem Products Company take pleasure in welcoming our customers to The Washroom Directory – 10th Edition.

This directory displays our extensive range of washroom dispensers, accessories and taps.  

Note: In-situ photographs do not always represent

the product description on the page

Order Fax No: 01424 205200
Freephone: 0800 0723 404
email: info@dolphindispensers.co.uk

Bell-Chem Products Company Ltd
Haywood Way
Ivyhouse Industrial Estate
HASTINGS TN35 4PL
Tel 01424 202224
Fax 01424 205 200
Email info@dolphindispensers.co.uk
Web www.dolphindispensers.co.uk©
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Bell-Chem Products

Our standards
Being close to the market and reacting
fast are prerequisites for success. Our
relationship with the manufacturing
facilities ensures we can offer this
flexibility. It also enables us to guarantee
quality of the highest order yet keeping
delivery lead-times to an absolute
minimum – features our customers
need; instilling perfect confidence in the
Dolphin Prestige range. 

The stainless steel craftsmen come to
offer these stalwart advantages through
their excellent technical understanding
in continuous training, ensuring that we
are always one step ahead. It also
means that our products are often
considered the precursors of innovative
solutions.

In any case, from the planning to
implementation, you will always have
authoritative and dedicated support at
your side. 
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A timeless design – rounded off to
by many years of continuous hard 



Dolphin Prestige

The materials
Stainless steel, as its name suggests, is
a high grade material. On the one hand
it excels through its durability and
robustness, and on the other hand
through its timeless appearance. 

The stainless steel, has been exclusively
processed by us, material number
1.4301, also known as chrome nickel
steel 18/10, also boasts the enjoyable
property of absorbing light and colours
from the environment and reflecting
them back again. This means that
stainless steel devices can be easily
integrated into almost any room where
they also set standards.

Stainless steel, unlike most other
materials meets the increasingly
stringent hygiene requirements; the
surfaces feature durable mechanical
and chemical resistance and can be
easily and efficiently cleaned.

This makes stainless steel the ideal
combination of longevity, functionality
and stylish aesthetics in satin or
polished finishes. 

The process
Having selected material up to 50%
thicker than that used in apparently
similar processes the stainless steel is
processed by computerised laser
machinery, working to the finest
tolerances. Corners where applicable
are completely welded (not just spot
welded) followed by the finishing
process which ensures functionality,
durability and aesthetics which all blend
in perfect harmony.

Bespoke manufacture
Bell-Chem has worked with many
specifiers over the years to develop
Dolphin Prestige bespoke products to
perfectly meet their vision. With state of
the art laser-cutting technology – your
wish is our brief.
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Dolphin
Prestige

perfection
 work!
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The programme captivates us with its carefully

considered complement of design and

functionality.

The quality of our products convinces

users right down to the last detail.

Continuous improvements to products and

exact processing guarantee the utmost

hygiene: easily accessible corners, welded

edges and simultaneously avoiding

unnecessary attached parts and notches

provide you with the necessary security.

Even in day-to-day work our devices can be

easily and quickly cleaned, easily filled or

emptied. Last but not least, stainless steel

ensures that the pleasure you gain from

Dolphin Prestige products will be long-

lasting.

Dolphin Prestige – 
Our sanitary
equipment programme

Dolphin Prestige –
Our clients

Our work is tailored to the requests,

ideas and visions of architects,

planners and interior designers and

therefore also to those of their clients

and contractors.

We advise and inform about the

different designs, combination options

and installation variations in public and

commercial buildings such as airports,

exhibition halls, schools and

universities, hotels and restaurants,

banks and insurance companies,

council buildings and local authorities

and sports centres etc.

“The secure handle” programme for

barrier-free living also offers

applications for clinics, care centres

and in the wellness field. We meet our

clients’ high standards where quality,

functionality and design are concerned.

Caring for the
Specifier

• BIM 

• NBS – Specify with ease.

• DWG – Download from our website.

• ISO 9001 for peace of mind

• ISO 14001 Our care for the

environment

• Bespoke Manufacture facilities – 

your design is our brief.

• Sample Presentations.

• Request your 

copy of the

Dolphin Washroom

Directory –

Probably the

Broadest Range 

of Washroom

Dispensers in 

one book. 

The Washroom Directory
Tenth Edition

DOLPHIN

CI/SfB  |     |  (74)  |  X  |
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Models for
Surface Mounting
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Soap dispensers

•  available in satin and
polished finishes

•  hinged for refilling

•  single-handed operation,
drip-free soap pump

WP 101-1 Liquid 
soap dispenser
70 x 270 x 120 mm
•  capacity: 700 ml soap

with fixed soap tank
•  lockable

WP 102-1 Liquid 
soap dispenser
80 x 298 x 120 mm
•  capacity: 1100 ml

soap with fixed soap
tank

•  lockable

Liquid soap dispenser
80 x 298 x 120 mm
•  capacity: 950 ml soap

bottle
•  rounded edges 

PP 102WP 101-1 WP 102-1

8  www.dolphindispensers.co.uk
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Liquid soap dispenser
80 x 298 x 120 mm
•  capacity: 950 ml soap bottle
•  rounded edges

Disinfectant dispenser
92 x 290 x 225 mm
•  for a 1000 ml disinfectant -

bottle
•  image with accessories:

receptacle for WP 121, cover
plate in stainless steel
lockable WP 121

Liquid soap dispenser
70 x 170 x 90 mm
•  capacity: 200-ml soap

with fixed soap tank
•  rounded edges

Liquid soap dispenser
148 x 148 x 120 mm
•  capacity: 1000-ml

soap with fixed soap
tank

•  lockable

Foam soap dispenser
80 x 298 x 120 mm
•  capacity: 400-ml

bottle soap
concentrated lather

•  lockable

WP 103 PP 17 WP 105

WP 120 WP 121
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Paper towel dispensers

•  available in satin and polished
finishes

• lockable devices hinged for refilling

WP 113

WP 118

Paper towel dispenser
298 x 298 x 120 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper

towels
•  lockable

Paper towel dispenser
298 x 298 x 120 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper

towels
•  open at the top
•  rounded edges

Paper towel dispenser
265 x 175 x 120 mm
•  capacity: approx. 250 paper

towels
•  lockable
•  rounded edges

Tissue dispenser for Kleenex®

boxes
269 x 122.5 x 76 mm
•  for 1 Kleenex® box
•  lockable
•  rounded edges

WP 111

Paper towel dispenser
298 x 448 x 120 mm
•  capacity: approx. 750 paper towels
•  lockable

PP 13 PP 108



WP 1300
WP 1301

Electronic touch-free paper roll
dispenser
350 x 448 x 210 mm
•  capacity: 1 paper roll
•  contact-free, capacitive sensor

technology
•  residual roll function
•  paper length and idle time adjustable

WP 1300 transformer-operated
WP 1301 battery-operated

Electronic touch-free paper
roll dispenser
350 x 580 x 210 mm
• capacity: 1 paper roll + 

1 reserve roll
• contact-free, capacitive sensor

technology
• residual roll function
• paper length and idle time
adjustable

WP 1400 transformer-operated
WP 1401 battery-operated

www.dolphindispensers.co.uk 11
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Waste bin
448 x 598 x 120 mm
•  capacity: approx. 16 litres
•  with mesh basket
•  with hinged lid
•  lockable

Waste basket
400 x 600 x 250 mm

•  capacity: approx. 60 litres
•  with fabric standbag
•  rounded edges

Waste bin
298 x 598 x 140 mm
•  capacity: approx. 12 litres
•  with mesh basket
•  with hinged lid
•  lockable

PP 151

Waste bins and
sanitary waste bins,
waste baskets

WP 131WP 133

WP 151
WP 151-1

Waste basket
400 x 600 x 200 mm
• capacity: approx. 48 litres

WP 151, chrome-plated
WP 151-1, stainless steel
WP 151-2, plastic powder coating

WP 150
WP 150-1

Waste basket
400 x 600 x 300 mm
• capacity: approx. 72 litres

WP 150, chrome-plated
WP 150-1, stainless steel
WP 150-2, plastic powder coating



Waste bin
298 x 598 x 190 mm
•  capacity: approx. 34 litres
•  with fabric standbag
•  rounded edges

Waste bin
298 x 448 x 170 mm
•  capacity: approx. 23 litres
•  with fabric standbag

WP 126 WP 152
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Waste bin
298 x 598 x 308 mm
•  capacity: approx. 36 litres
•  with removable mesh basket
•  with 2 hinged flaps
•  with 4 rubber feet
•  lockable

Waste bin
298 x 598 x 308 mm
•  capacity: approx. 36 litres
•  with removable mesh basket
•  open at top
•  with 4 rubber feet
•  lockable

WP 181WP 180

WP 183

Waste bin
400 x 600 x 250 mm
•  capacity: approx. 60 litres
•  with fabric standbag
•  rounded edges
•  with 4 rubber feet
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Sanitary waste bins

•  available in satin and polished
finishes

• with plastic hygiene insert

WP 177-1

Hygiene waste bin
200 x 250 x 115 mm
• capacity: approx. 5 litres
• with hinged lid

Hygiene waste bin
200 x 344 x 115 mm
•  insertion sluice as visual cover
•  capacity: approx. 5 litres
•  with hinged lid

WP 177 WP 179

Hygiene waste bin
220 x 250 x 115 mm
•  with sanitary bag dispenser,

on the side
•  capacity: approx. 5 litres
•  with hinged lid

WP 179-1

Hygiene waste bin
220 x 344 x 115 mm
•  insertion sluice as visual cover
•  with sanitary bag dispenser, on

the side
•  capacity: approx. 5 litres
•  with hinged lid
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WP 177-2 WP 179-2

Hygiene waste bin
300 x 398 x 155 mm
•  capacity: approx. 12 litres
•  with hinged lid

Hygiene waste bin
298 x 448 x 120 mm
•  with dispenser for paper

sanitary bags
•  capacity: approx. 5 litres
•  with hinged lid
•  lockable

Hygiene waste bin
300 x 398 x 155 mm
•  with sanitary bag dispenser, on

the side
•  capacity: approx. 12 litres
•  with hinged lid

WP 137
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Combination paper towel and soap dispenser
400 x 298 x 120 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper towels
•  capacity: 500 ml soapbottle
•  single-handed operation, drip-free soap pump
•  lockable

Mirror cupboard
450 x 450 x 130 mm
•  cut glass mirror – to be handled as a

door
•  with built-in paper towel and soap

dispenser
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper towels
•  capacity: 950 ml soap bottle
•  lockable
Contents (no image)

WP 550

WP 600

Stainless steel mirror
WP 601 Dimensions 600 x 600 mm
WP 602 Dimensions 600 x 400 mm
WP 603 Dimensions 800 x 400 mm
WP 604 Dimensions 700 x 500 mm
•  highly polished stainless steel mirror

WP 601–604

WP 650

Mirror cupboard
600 x 600 x 130 mm
•  cut glass mirror – to be handled as a

door
•  with built-in paper towel and soap

dispenser
•  capacity: approx. 750 paper towels
•  capacity: 950 ml soap bottle
Contents (no image) 
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BC 101-ES

Nappy changer

•  available in satin finish

•  available in horizontal and
vertical versions

•  table surface molded made of
grey Polypropylene

•  easy to open and to close with
assistance from a maintance
free, pneumatic cylinder

•  TÜV-certified

Baby change table
•  carrying capacity 400kg
•  optional top liner roll dispenses 
•  hygienic and customer friendly
•  967 long x 788 wide when open
•  closes to 110 wide
•  white with stainless steel mounting
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WP 535

Combination paper towel
dispenser and waste bin
298 x 898 x 120 mm
• capacity: approx. 250 paper

towels
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WP 545 Combination Units

•  available in satin and polished
finishes

•  dispensers hinged for refilling

•  waste bins with mesh basket
capacity: 11 litres

•  with hinged lid

•  lockable

Combination paper towel
dispenser, soap dispenser and
waste bin
298 x 1348 x 120 mm
•  capacity: approx. 250 paper

towels
•  soap dispenser with single-

handed operation, drip-free
soap pump

•  capacity: 950 ml soap bottle

Combination paper towel
dispenser and waste bin
298 x 1048 x 120 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper

towels

WP 510
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WP 5015

Combination Units

•  available in satin and polished
finishes

•  dispensers hinged for refilling

•  waste bins with mesh basket
capacity: 32 litres

•  waste deposited from top

•  lockable

Combination paper towel
dispenser and waste bin
298 x 1048 x 220 mm
•  capacity: approx. 250 paper

towels
•  capacity: 32 litres



Combination paper towel
dispenser and waste bin
298 x 1198 x 220 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper

towels
•  capacity: 32 litres

Combination paper towel
dispenser and waste bin
298 x 1198 x 220 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper

towels
•  capacity: 32 litres

WP 5115 WP 5125

www.dolphindispensers.co.uk 21
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Combination paper towel,
soap dispenser and waste bin
448 x 1198 x 220 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper

towels
•  soap dispenser with single-

handed, drip-free soap pump
•  capacity: 950 ml soap bottle
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 48 litres

Combination paper towel,
soap dispenser and waste bin
448 x 1198 x 220 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper

towels
•  soap dispenser with single-

handed, drip-free soap pump
•  capacity: 950 ml soap bottle
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 48 litres

Combination electronic 
touch-free paper roll dispenser
and waste bin
448 x 1348 x 220 mm
•  capacity: 1 paper roll
•  contact-free, capacitive sensor

technology
•  residual roll function
•  paper length and idle time

adjustable
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 48 litres

WP 5415 WP 5425 WP 5455



Combination paper towel
dispenser, soap dispenser and
waste bin
448 x 1348 x 320 mm
•  capacity: approx. 750 paper

towels
•  soap dispenser with single-

handed, drip-free soap pump
•  capacity: 950 ml soap bottle
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 72 litres

Combination paper towel
dispenser, soap dispenser and
waste bin
448 x 1348 x 320 mm
•  capacity: approx. 750 paper

towels
•  soap dispenser with single-

handed, drip-free soap pump
•  capacity: 950 ml soap bottle
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 72 litres

www.dolphindispensers.co.uk 23
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WC products

WP 148 WP 149

Double toilet roll
holder
240 x 110 x 90 mm
•  for 2 toilet rolls
•  lockable

Toilet roll holder
140 x 110 x 90 mm
•  for 1 toilet roll
•  lockable

Toilet roll storage
dispenser
120 x 680 x 130 mm
•  for 5 toilet rolls
•  replacement rolls

automatically drop down
•  open at the top
•  rounded edges

Toilet roll holder
353 x 350 x 120 mm
•  for 4 toilet rolls
•  replacement rolls automatically

drop down
•  hinged for refilling
•  lockable
•  rounded edges

Large roll dispenser
353 x 350 x 120 mm
•  for 1 large roll
•  secured against random unrolling
•  hinged for refilling
•  lockable
•  rounded edges

WP 168

WP 163-SWP 163
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WP 156 WP 155

WP 164 WP 169 WP 162

Toilet roll holder
148 x 348 x 140 mm
•  for 2 toilet rolls
•  replacement roll

automatically drops down
•  hinged for refilling
•  lockable

Wet wipe toilet paper
dispenser
172 x 79 x 135 mm
•  for 1 customary wet

wipe toilet paper box
•  with hinged lid

Sanitary bag dispenser
100 x 130 x 25 mm
•  for 1 hygiene bag box
•  hinged for refilling
•  rounded edges

Sanitary bag storage
container
298 x 148 x 100 mm
• for paper sanitary bags

Toilet paper sheet
dispenser
120 x 298 x 120 mm
•  capacity: 2 x 250 single

sheets
•  hinged for refilling
•  lockable
•  rounded edges

Toilet brush set
148 x 448 x 120 mm
•  full metal housing with

stainless steel cup and
handle on the inside of
the door

WP 119
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Soap dispensers,
paper towel dispensers,
waste bins

•  full metal housing of stainless steel,
satin finished

•  conical front with vertical deep curve

•  quadratic opening “full” indicator

•  dispensers lockable and hinged for
refilling

Paper towel dispenser
298 x 298 x 130 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper

towels

Liquid soap dispenser
148 x 298 x 130 mm
•  capacity: 950 ml soap

bottle
•  single-handed operation,

drip-free soap pump

Paper towel dispenser
298 x 448 x 130 mm
•  capacity: approx. 750 paper

towels

L 109L 113L 111



L 133 L 187 L 185

Waste bin
298 x 598 x 140 mm
•  capacity: approx. 12 litres
•  with mesh basket
•  lockable

Waste bin
298 x 448 x 180 mm
• capacity: approx. 24 litres

Waste bin
298 x 598 x 180 mm
• capacity: approx. 32 litres

www.dolphindispensers.co.uk 27
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L 184L 186 L 182

Waste bin
298 x 448 x 180 mm
•  capacity: approx. 24 litres

Waste bin
298 x 598 x 180 mm
•  capacity: approx. 32 litres

Waste bin
298 x 598 x 197 mm
•  capacity: approx. 30 litres
•  rounded front



Models For
Flush-Mounting

Dolphin
Prestige
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Models for 
flush-mounting
paper towel dispensers,
soap dispensers,
hot air hand dryer,
WC products

•  available in satin and polished
finishes

•  dispensers hinged for refilling

•  soap dispensers with single-
handed operation, drip-free soap
pump

•  lockable

WP 112

BC 2007

WP 114

Paper towel dispenser
298 x 298 x 120 mm
•  capacity: approx. 250 paper

towels

Paper towel dispenser
298 x 448 x 120 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper

towels

Electronic touch-free paper roll
dispenser
350 x 580 x 210 mm
• capacity: 1 paper roll + 1 reserve roll
• contact-free, capacitive sensor

technology
• residual roll function
• paper length and idle time adjustable

WP 1410 transformer-operated
WP 1411 battery-operated

Electronic touch-free paper roll
dispenser
350 x 484 x 210 mm
•  capacity: 1 paper roll
•  contact-free, capacitive sensor

technology
•  residual roll function
•  paper length and idle time adjustable

WP 1310 transformer-operated
WP 1311 battery-operated

Slimline hot air hand dryer
320 x 400 x 94 mm
•  contact-free 
•  16,000 - 29,000 rpm brush motor
•  dries hands in 15 seconds
•  Ska compliant

WP 1410
WP 1411

WP 1310
WP 1311



WP 106 WP 194

WP 157

Liquid soap dispenser
148 x 448 x 120 mm
•  capacity: 950 ml soap bottle

Panel mounted soap dispenser
40 x 220 x 40 mm
•  with suction tube to connect

with soap tank on site

Toilet brush set
148 x 448 x 120 mm
•  full metal housing with stainless

steel cup and handle on the
inside of the door

Toilet roll holder
163 x 170 x 100 mm
•  for 1 toilet roll
•  with integrated mounting frame

Toilet roll holder
148 x 348 x 140 mm
•  for 2 toilet rolls
•  replacement roll automatically

drops down
•  hinged for refilling
•  lockable

www.dolphindispensers.co.uk 31

WP 208R

WP 167R

Liquid soap dispenser
148 x 148 x 120 mm
•  capacity: 1000-ml soap
•  with fixed soap tank

WP 161
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WP 134R WP 138 WP 501

Models for
flush-mounting
Waste bins,
combinations

•  available in satin and polished
finishes

•  lockable

Waste bins
298 x 598 x 120 mm
• capacity: approx. 11 litres
• with mesh basket
• with hinged lid

Hygiene waste bin
298 x 598 x 120 mm
•  with integrated dispenser for

paper sanitary bags
•  capacity: approx. 5 litres
•  with plastic sanitary container
•  with hinged lid

Combination paper towel
dispenser and waste bin
298 x 645 x 164 mm
•  capacity: approx. 250 paper

towels
•  waste bin with mesh basket
•  capacity: approx. 11 litres
•  with hinged lid



WP 530R WP 540R WP 500R

Combination paper towel
dispenser and waste bin
298 x 898 x 120 mm
•  capacity: approx. 250 paper

towels
•  hinged for refilling
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 11 litres
•  with hinged lid

Combination paper towel
dispenser and waste bin
298 x 1048 x 120 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper

towels
•  hinged for refilling
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 11 litres
•  with hinged lid

Combination paper towel
dispenser, soap dispenser and
waste bin
298 x 1348 x 120 mm
•  dispenser hinged for refilling
•  capacity: approx. 250 paper

towels
•  soap dispenser with single-

handed operation, drip-free soap
pump

• capacity: 950 ml soap bottle
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 11 litres
•  with hinged lid

www.dolphindispensers.co.uk 33
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WP 610WP 612

Combination paper towel
dispenser and waste bin
298 x 748 x 140 mm
•  for tile flush installation
•  with continuous doors
•  capacity: approx. 250 paper

towels
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 7 litres
•  waste deposited from top

Combination paper towel
dispenser and waste bin
298 x 1198 x 140 mm
•  for tile flush installation
•  with continuous doors
•  capacity: approx. 750 paper

towels
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 13 litres
•  waste deposited from top
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Combination paper towel
dispenser and waste bin
298 x 1048 x 220 mm
•  capacity: approx. 250 paper

towels
•  with mesh basket, capacity: 

32 litres
•  waste deposited from top

Combination paper towel
dispenser and waste bin
298 x 1198 x 220 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper

towels
•  with mesh basket, capacity: 

32 litres
•  waste deposited from top

Combination paper towel
dispenser and waste bin
298 x 1198 x 220 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper

towels
•  with mesh basket, capacity: 

32 litres
•  waste deposited from top

WP 5120WP 5110WP 5010
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WP 5450WP 5420WP 5410

Combination electronic touch-
free paper roll dispenser and
waste bin
448 x 1348 x 220 mm
•  capacity: 1 paper roll
•  contact-free, capacitive sensor

technology
•  residual roll function
•  paper length and idle time

adjustable
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 48 litres

Combination paper towel,
soap dispenser and waste bin
448 x 1198 x 220 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper

towels
•  soap dispenser with single-

handed, drip-free soap pump
•  capacity: 950 ml soap bottle
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 48 litres

Combination paper towel,
soap dispenser and waste bin
448 x 1198 x 220 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper

towels
•  soap dispenser with single-

handed, drip-free soap pump
•  capacity: 950 ml soap bottle
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 48 litres
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WP 5720WP 5710

WP 506

Combination paper towel and
soap dispenser
448 x 148 x 164 mm
•  capacity: approx. 250 paper

towels
•  capacity: 1000 ml with fixed

soap tank
•  with drip-free, single-hand pull-

operation pressure valve

Combination paper towel,
soap dispenser and waste bin
448 x 1348 x 320 mm
•  capacity: approx. 750 paper

towels
•  soap dispenser with single-

handed, drip-free soap pump
•  capacity: 950 ml soap bottle
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 72 litres

Combination paper towel,
soap dispenser and waste bin
448 x 1348 x 320 mm
•  capacity: approx. 750 paper

towels
•  soap dispenser with single-

handed, drip-free soap pump
•  capacity: 950 ml soap bottle
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 72 litres
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Nappy changer
for flush-mounting

•  available in satin finish

•  available in horizontal and vertical
versions

•  table surface molded made of grey
Polypropylene

•  easy to open and to close with
assistance from a maintance free,
pneumatic cylinder

BC 100SV

Nappy changer
902 x 584 mm
•  projection open: 859, closed 102mm

BC 100SSC

Nappy changer
551 x 955 mm
•  projection open: 436, closed 108mm



Models for
Under Counter-

Mounting
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Models for under 
counter-mounting
Paper towel dispensers,
waste bins,
combination units

•  available in satin and polished
finishes

•  front operation

•  combinable with many Dolphin
Prestige models

WP 139WP 170

WP 165
WP 166

WP 135
WP 136

WP 146-1

Paper towel dispenser
298 x 148 x 310 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper

towels
•  extendable for refilling
•  lockable

Waste bin
298 x 448 x 310 mm
•  capacity: approx. 18 litres
•  with mesh basket
•  with hinged lid
•  lockable

Waste disposal frame
148 x 298 x 20 mm

WP 136 Swing flap with
mounting frame
326 x 173 x 10 mm

WP 135 Swing flap with
mounting frame
(no image)
298 x 148 x 10 mm

WP 165 Paper towel dispenser
326 x 173 x 164 mm

WP 166 Paper towel dispenser
(no image)
298 x 148 x 164 mm
• capacity: approx. 250 paper

towels
• hinged for refilling
• lockable



WP 159-1

Assembly example:
Combination of WP 170
and WP 139

Waste disposal ring
diameter 150 x 20 mm
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WP 520

Combination paper towel
dispenser and waste bin
298 x 596 x 310 mm
•  capacity: approx. 500 paper

towels
•  extendable for refilling
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 18 litres
•  with hinged lid
•  lockable
•  optional: Off-floor installation

with console

Combination paper towel
dispenser and waste bin
298 x 645 x 164 mm
•  capacity: approx. 250 paper

towels
•  hinged for refilling
•  with mesh basket, capacity:

approx. 11 litres
•  with hinged lid
•  lockable
•  optional: Free-standing

installation on stainless steel
base

WP 511
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Models for under 
counter-mounting
Waste bins

•  available in satin or polished
finishes (not L 188/L 190)

•  waste deposited from top

Waste basket, chrome
plated
350 x 600 x 250 mm
•  capacity: approx. 52.5 litres

Waste basket, chrome plated
350 x 500 x 250 mm
•  capacity: approx. 44 litres

GAP ?

WP 196 WP 197



WP 188

Waste bin
298 x 450 x 510 mm
• capacity: approx. 43 litres
• with mesh basket
• lockable

Waste bin
298 x 448 x 297 mm
• capacity: approx. 35 litres
• rounded front, perforated
• with mounting

Waste bin
298 x 450 x 510 mm
• capacity: approx. 43 litres
• with mesh basket
• perforated conical door
• lockable

Waste bin
298 x 448 x 300 mm
•  capacity: approx. 40 litres
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Models for under
counter-mounting
Paper towel dispensers, 
waste disposal flaps

•  available in satin or polished finishes

•  top operation

Paper towel dispenser
200 x 300 x 185 mm
•  for building into vanity unit
•  capacity: approx. 250 paper towels
•  dispenser top fillable through tilting

housing flap

Waste disposal flap
300 x 235 x 30 mm
•  for building into vanity unit
•  self-closing by counter-weight

WP 154-1WP 117



Waste disposal ring
diameter 150 x 100 mm
•  for building into vanity unit

Waste disposal frame
170 x 170 x 100 mm
•  for building into vanity unit

Waste disposal flap
170 x 235 x 30 mm
•  for building into vanity unit
•  self-closing by counter-weight

Spring disposal flap
170 x 170 x 40 mm
•  for building into vanity unit
•  self-closing by spring

WP 145WP 159

WP 154 WP 158
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Models for Behind Mirror

•  available in satin or polished finishes

WP 173-1
WP 173-2
WP 173-3

Paper towel dispenser for
mounting behind a mirror
358 x 298 x 120 mm
•  capacity: approx. 420 c-fold

paper towels

Soap dispenser behind mirror
69 x 153 x 104 mm
•  capacity: 200 ml soap tank fitted
•  dispenser can be pulled out

underneath for refilling
•  single-handed operation, drip-

free soap pump
•  minimum height over vanity unit

160 mm

Soap dispenser/paper towel
dispenser for mounting behind
a mirror
With built-in fixed tank:
WP 173-1 capacity: 200 ml
WP 173-2 capacity: 700 ml
WP 173-3 capacity: 1100 ml

Paper towel dispenser for
mounting behind a mirror
440 x 268 x 115 mm
•  capacity: approx. 600 c-fold

paper towels

WP 174 BC 9288BM



Fittings and
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WA 100

Basin tap
diameter 45 x 170 x 155 mm
•  design: Normal pressure
•  spout length 120 mm
•  upon request: 15 cm long lever

Fittings and 
counter-mounted
soap dispensers

• from solid turned stainless steel

• available in satin and highly
polished finishes

•  for building into vanity units

•  combinable with many Dolphin
Prestige models

•  soap dispenser, top fillable

•  single-handed operation,
drip-free soap pump

•  500 ml soap bottle invisible
under table
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WP 191-3WP 195

Counter-mounted 
soap dispenser
diameter 38 x 62 x 115 mm
•  spout length 90 mm
•  lockable

Counter-mounted 
soap dispenser
diameter 30 x 130 x 120 mm
•  spout length 90 mm

Counter-mounted 
soap dispenser
diameter 45 x 107 x 130 mm
•  spout length 105.5 mm

Counter-mounted 
soap dispensers

•  brass, chrome-plated

•  for building into vanity units

•  combinable with many Dolphin Prestige models

•  top fillable

•  single-handed operation, drip-free soap pump

•  500 ml soap bottle invisible under table

Counter-mounted 
soap dispenser
diameter 45 x 75 x 100 mm
•  spout length 77.5 mm

DP 802 DP 806



WP 191-1BC 630

counter-mounted 
soap dispenser
diameter 50 x 82 x 160 mm
•  spout length 130 mm
•  lockable

counter-mounted 
soap dispenser
diameter 38 x 62 x 115 mm
•  spout length 90 mm

counter-mounted 
soap dispenser
diameter 38 x 75 mm
•  spout length 103 mm

WP 193
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The Safe Grip
Barrier Free Living
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BA 3000 Adjustable mirror
600 x 540 x 90 mm
• in stainless steel highly polished
• tilt angle continuously adjustable

* adheres to Austrian Ö-Norm
standard, B 1600 and B 160001

** can also be manufactured in
adherence to the Ö-Norm in size
1,000 x 1,000 mm

Contents (no image)

DP 260 Corner basket
220 x 47 x 160 mm
• brass, chrome-plated

DP 270 Straight basket
265 x 87 x 123 mm
• brass, chrome-plated

DP 044 Shower curtain ring
• grey plastic

DP 030 Showerhead holder
• brass, chrome-plated
• continously adjustable

Grab handles, 
support rails, 
shower curtain rails,
seats

• satin finish, grab handles and
support handles also available with
structured surface

• handles and seats have been
TÜV/GS tested and CE designated

DP 600

DP 620 Angled grab rail
with shower riser
left (see photo) version, 
or right
1100 x 600 mm left
1100 x 600 mm right

DP 690 Straight shower
curtain rail
900 mm
1,000 mm
1,200 mm
1,500 mm

DP 600 Grab
handle
300 mm
400 mm
500 mm
600 mm
1,000 mm

DP 601 Shower rail
with shower riser
600 mm
800 mm
1,000 mm
1,100 mm

DP 601DP 620

DP 690

BA 3000
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DP 680 Corner shower curtain rail
with adjustable ceiling overhang
900 x 900 mm
1000 x 1,000 mm
1200 x 1,200 mm
1500 x 1,500 mm
1000 x 1,200 mm
1000 x 1,500 mm

DP 600 220DP 600 200

DP 650 Shower grab rail
(no image)
700 x 700 mm
800 x 800 mm
900 x 900 mm

DP 660 Wall-floor 
support rail (no image)
850 x 850 mm right
900 x 900 mm right
850 x 850 mm left
900 x 900 mm left

DP 640 Shower grab rail 
with shower riser
shower rail 1,150 mm
left (see photo) or right version
700 x 700 x 1,150 mm left*
700 x 700 x 1,150 mm right*
800 x 800 x 1,150 mm left
800 x 800 x 1,150 mm right
900 x 900 x 1,150 mm left
900 x 900 x 1,150 mm right

DP 600 200 Removable
folding seat
430 x 470 x 580 mm
•  for hooking into Dolphin

Prestige shower grab rails or
angled grab rails

•  brass, chrome-plated
overhang

•  maximum 130 kg load

DP 600 220 Fixed back rest
for folding seat
380 x 180 x 30 mm
•  with black surface
•  removable for cleaning

DP 600 210 Fixed folding
seat
460 x 180 x 435 mm
•  for wall mounting
•  brass, chrome-plated

overhang
•  maximum 130 kg load

DP 680

DP 600 210
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Contents (no image)
DP 010 Toilet roll holder
130 mm x 100 mm
•  welded in position for support

handles

DP 020 Flush and call device
55 x 120 x 33 mm
•  for assembly on support

handle

DP 063 Flush device
85 x 56 x 61 mm
•  for assembly on support

handle

DP 611

DP 611 Support rail
500 mm long
600 mm long
700 mm long
850 mm long
Wall plate 90 x 250 mm with
concealed fixings

DP 670

DP 630 Angled grab rail 135°
700 mm
Right (see photo) or left versions

DP 630 Angled grab rail
45°
500 mm
Right (see photo) or left versions

DP 620 Angled grab rail 90°
650 x 350 mm or
750 x 400 mm
Left version (see photo) or right

DP 630 DP 630 DP 620

DP 670 Hinged support rail
600 mm long
700 mm long
850 mm long*

* adheres to Austrian
Ö-Norm standard, B 1600
and B 160001
Wall plate 90 x 250 mm
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AC 211

Accessories

•  available in satin and highly polished
finishes

•  theft-deterrent wall-mounting

Double toilet roll holder
260 x 110 x 66 mm
•  for 2 toilet rolls
•  L-shaped

Ashtray  
125 x 89 x 45 mm
• tray diameter 89 mm

Toilet roll holder
135 x 110 x 66 mm
•  for 1 toilet roll
•  L-shaped
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AC 250 AC 252



AC 220

Toilet brush set
97 x 430 x 129 mm
•  with stainless steel handle

and exchangeable brush
head

•  with top overhang
•  cup height 130 mm

Toilet brush set
97 x 380 x 129 mm
•  with stainless steel handle

and exchangeable brush
head

•  cup height 130 mm

Toilet roll holder
150 x 92 x 40 mm
• for 1 toilet roll
• U-shaped
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AC 261AC 221
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BC 721 BC 722

Toilet brush set
diameter 80 x 391 mm
•  replaceable nylon brush head

BC 728

Toilet tissue dispenser
108 x 160 x 66 mm

Spare toilet roll holder
85 x 230 x 97.5 mm

Double reserve toilet roll holder
650 x 108 x 65 mm

BC 727



BC 724 BC 725 Accessories

•  available in satin and highly
polished finishes

•  theft-deterrent wall-mounting
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BC 729

Single robe hook
diameter 48 x 60 mm

Double robe hook
diameter 48 x 60 mm

Glass shelf
450 x 108 x 48 mm
•  7mm tempered glass shelf

Soap dish
diameter 63 x 48 mm
• removeable glass dish

BC 726
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Pictograms

•  made of 2 mm stainless steel

•  available in satin finishes

•  for glueing or screwing

•  basic format 120 x 120 mm

AC 460/461

AC 400/401 AC 404/405 AC 410/411 AC 420/421

AC 470/471

AC 470 “Cloakroom”
pictogram for glueing

AC 471 “Cloakroom”
pictogram for screwing 
(no image)

AC 420 “Child” 
pictogram for glueing

AC 421 “Child” 
pictogram for screwing 
(no image)

AC 410 “Lady” 
pictogram for glueing

AC 411 “Lady” 
pictogram for screwing 
(no image)

AC 404 “WC” 
pictogram for glueing

AC 405 “WC” 
pictogram for screwing 
(no image)

AC 400 “Man” 
pictogram for glueing

AC 401 “Man” 
pictogram for screwing
(no image)

AC 460 “First aid”
pictogram for glueing

AC 461 “First aid”
pictogram for screwing 
(no image)



AC 430/431 AC 440/441 AC 450/451

AC 480/482
AC 481/483

AC 494/495 AC 490/491

AC 480 “Escape route right”
pictogram for glueing

AC 481 “Escape route right”
pictogram for screwing (no image)

AC 482 “Escape route left”
pictogram for glueing (no image)

AC 483 “Escape route left”
pictogram for screwing (no image)

AC 494 “Shower” 
pictogram for glueing

AC 495 “Shower” 
pictogram for screwing (no image)

AC 490 “Kitchen”
pictogram for glueing

AC 491 “Kitchen” pictogram,
for screwing (no image)

AC 450 “Smoking” 
pictogram for glueing

AC 451 “Smoking” 
pictogram for screwing (no image)

AC 440 “No smoking” 
pictogram for glueing

AC 441 “No smoking” 
pictogram for screwing (no image)

AC 430 “Barrier-free”
pictogram for glueing

AC 431 “Barrier-free” 
pictogram for screwing (no image)
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Floor door stop
diameter 40 x 26 mm
•  with rubber ring

Floor door stop
diameter 40 x 40 mm
•  with rubber ring

Wall-mounted door buffer
diameter 16 x 26 mm

Wall-mounted door
buffer
diameter 45 x 110 mm

Wall-mounted door
buffer with hook
diameter 45 x 76 mm

AC 217 AC 218 AC 219

AC 227 AC 228
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0800 0723 404
Bell-Chem Products Company

Southpoint, Compass Park,
Bodiam, Robertsbridge TN32 5BS

info@dolphindispensers.co.uk
www.dolphindispensers.co.uk

DOLPHIN


